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Why save in your workplace plan?

Your workplace savings plan is hard to beat

1

Ease and
convenience

2

Investment
choices

3

Tax
deferral

4

Compounded
growth
potential
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Why save in your workplace plan?

How your money can grow

Participant
contribution

Participant contribution with
benefit of tax-deferred growth

Potential account balance at age 65 if participant
invested $125/month starting at various ages:

$414,160

$310,690

$147,008

$63,801

$21,502

$66,000

$60,000

$45,000

$30,000

$15,000

Age 21

Age 25

Age 35

Age 45

Age 55

This hypothetical example assumes a beginning plan account balance of $0; pre-tax contributions of $125.00 every month beginning at the age shown above until
age 65 and an effective annual rate of return of 7%. The ending values do not reflect taxes, fees or inflation. If they did, amounts would be lower. Earnings and pretax contributions are subject to taxes when withdrawn. Distributions before age 59 1/2 may also be subject to a 10% penalty. Contribution amounts are subject to IRS
and Plan limits. This example is for illustrative purposes only and does not represent the performance of any security. Individuals may earn more or less than this
example. Investing on a regular basis does not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss in a declining market.
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HOW MUCH
SHOULD YOU SAVE?

CONTRIBUTING

How much should you save?

Retirement today

Live longer,
retire earlier

Fewer workers
count on pension

Social Security
uncertain

CONTRIBUTING

How do I reach my goal?

Maximize your employer match
Employee
contribution
Employer match

Salary

FREE MONEY!

Possible BIG
impact

CONTRIBUTING

How much should you save?

How much should you save?

15%

Maximize
contributions

Catch-up
contributions
Ease of payroll
deduction
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How do I reach my goal?

How your contribution can grow over time
Annual Increase Program

Person B

Balance with annual increase
in contributions

Age: 25
Salary: $40,000
Starting balance: $50,000
Annual rate of return: 7%

$2,472,025

Person A

Balance without annual increase
in contributions

$1,259,409

Year

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

This is a hypothetical example. Assumptions: Person A and Person B are both 25 years old. Person A contributed 3%/year until age 65. Person B increased contributions 1%/yr for 10
years, then stayed at 13% contributions until age 65. Both earn $40,000 per year and start with an account balance of $50,000. This hypothetical example uses a 4% annual salary
increase and is based on monthly contributions made at the beginning of the month to a tax-deferred retirement plan and a 7% annual rate of return compounded monthly. Your own plan
account may earn more or less than this example, and income taxes will be due when you withdraw from the account. Investing in this manner does not ensure a profit or guarantee
against loss in declining markets. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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How to choose investments?

What you should consider

Choosing
investments

Time

Confidence

or

Do it myself

Professional
investment help

Fidelity Freedom® Funds
Simplified retirement investing

Workplace Education Series

A single-fund approach to investing
Simplicity
Diversification
Ongoing management
Lifetime strategy
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Fidelity Freedom® Funds
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A target asset mix based on retirement date

Fidelity Freedom®
Income Fund

Fidelity Freedom®
2005 Fund

13%
23%
6%

Fidelity Freedom®
2020 Fund

49% 11%

54%
Fidelity Freedom®
2025 Fund

Fidelity Freedom®
2030 Fund

Fidelity Freedom®
2035 Fund

Fidelity Freedom®
2040 Fund

14%
28%
19% 61%
26%

10%

3%

7%
39%

14%26%

20%
18%
9%

59%

38%

27%

36% 42%

16%

51%
22%

18%
Fidelity Freedom®
2045 Fund
10%
27% 63%

U.S. Equity Funds

Fidelity Freedom®
2015 Fund
10%
33%
44%
14%

Fidelity Freedom®
2010 Fund

Fidelity Freedom®
2050 Fund
10%
27% 63%

Non-U.S. Equity Funds

Fidelity Freedom®
2055 Fund
10%
27% 63%

Bond Funds

The percentages represent anticipated target asset allocation at 07/01/2018. Target asset allocations may appear equal due to
rounding. Allocation percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding and/or cash balances.
See next page for important information about asset allocation.
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27% 63%

Fidelity Freedom®
2060 Fund
10%
27% 63%

Short-Term Funds

Fidelity Freedom® Funds
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Glide path

A gradual shift to more conservative investments
100%

BONDS

90%

BONDS
NON-U.S. EQUITY
NON-U.S. EQUITY

80%
70%
Percent Allocation

SHORT TERM

60%

SHORT TERM

50%
40%

U.S. EQUITY
U.S. EQUITY

30%
20%
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0%
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The Glide Path depicted represents a revised asset allocation strategy effective June 15, 2018, the full implementation of which is
expected by the end of 2018.
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Before investing in any mutual fund, consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses. Contact Fidelity for a
prospectus or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this information. Read it carefully.
This information is intended to be educational and is not tailored to the investment needs of any specific investor.
Investing involves risk, including risk of loss.
Stock markets are volatile and can fluctuate significantly in response to company, industry, political, regulatory, market, or economic developments. Investing in
stock involves risks, including the loss of principal.
In general, the bond market is volatile, and fixed income securities carry interest rate risk. (As interest rates rise, bond prices usually fall, and vice versa. This effect
is usually more pronounced for longer-term securities). Fixed income securities also carry inflation risk, liquidity risk, call risk and credit and default risks for both
issuers and counterparties. Lower-quality fixed income securities involve greater risk of default or price changes due to potential changes in the credit quality of the
issuer. Foreign investments involve greater risks than U.S. investments, and can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market, and
economic risks. Any fixed-income security sold or redeemed prior to maturity may be subject to loss.
Fidelity does not provide legal or tax advice. The information herein is general in nature and should not be considered legal or tax advice. Consult an attorney or tax
professional regarding your specific situation.
Fidelity® Personalized Planning & Advice at Work is a service of Fidelity Personal and Workplace Advisors LLC and Strategic Advisers LLC. Both are registered
investment advisers, are Fidelity Investments companies, and may be referred to as “Fidelity,” “we,” or “our” within. For more information, refer to the Terms and
Conditions of the Program. When used herein, Fidelity Personalized Planning & Advice refers exclusively to Fidelity Personalized Planning & Advice at Work. This
service provides advisory services for a fee.
System availability and response times may be subject to market conditions.] The third party trademarks appearing herein are the property of their respective
owners.
© 2017 – 2018 FMR LLC. All rights reserved.
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917
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